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My main task is to explain to what extent a candidate country's views on crisis
management coincide with the perspectives of Finland and Sweden - who are, after
all, as one might say, founding fathers of the non-military crisis management
concept in the EU - and where we see the main problems.  Is there any difference at
all between a candidate country and EU member states?  Apart, of course, from the
obvious fact that special consulting mechanisms are required for the candidates
and that our resources are more limited.

Estonia’s View Of Crisis Management

First of all, I can certainly say that our driving force in no way differs from theirs.
Isolation and neutrality have no place in the Europe of today, in the Trans-Atlantic
community.  Also, Estonia today is well integrated into the international
community, is indeed an inseparable part of it.  It is in Estonia’s direct national
interest to enhance the security of this international family.  Therefore, Estonia is
determined to participate in this common security building effort.  Up till now, the
most effective unions to implement this kind of international co-operation for peace
and security have been the EU and NATO.  No wonder that Estonia is an aspiring
member of both.  We see the enlargement processes of the EU and NATO as
reinforcing each other, parallel and complementary.  And while we participate in the
constructive discussions of the emerging ESDP, Estonia stresses the importance of
maintaining the Trans-Atlantic link.

This simple fact, that we strive for membership in both the EU and NATO, does
make our approach somewhat different from those of Finland and Sweden.
Paradoxically, it also makes life easier for us.  The Estonian constitution and
national security concept do not contain any legal restrictions for our country’s
participation in international crisis management missions, including peace
imposition with military force.  Therefore, we do not need to focus only on the more
benign conflict resolution methods.  Estonia’s approach to international crisis
management is based on the assumption that in the post Cold-War era crises can
no longer be qualified as strictly either military or civilian in nature.  Most crises
that we have to manage in the future will contain both military as well as civilian
aspects, and will therefore require a multi-dimensional, co-ordinated response with
both military and non-military means.  It is hard to perceive a crisis that could be
handled only by civilian means.  Even in a largely civilian operation it is sometimes
necessary to use the logistical support of the military.

It has sometimes been stated that early warning, conflict prevention and post-
conflict rehabilitation deserve more attention today than robust military operations.
Of course, it is always better to prevent than to cure.  But I am afraid that military
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operations will continue to play an important role in future crisis management.  We
can find plenty of examples where the international community has failed to
generate the essential political will and resources to carry out conflict prevention
before it was too late.  During a crisis, the situation can deteriorate so quickly that
we suddenly need to rely on military peace enforcement as a last resort of conflict
resolution.  So the military operation is just a continuation of conflict prevention by
other means.

Today, when experts already talk about a “fourth generation of peace operations”,
having in mind coercive missions with executive functions, military and non-
military aspects of crisis management are just two sides of the same coin.  The
almost religious efforts to draw a clear distinction between military and non-military
crisis management are becoming more and more obsolete.  However, Finland's and
Sweden's initiative in drawing attention to the civilian aspect of crisis management
has been most welcome in the EU, as reality has shown how weak the capabilities
in this field actually are.  Also, civilian-military co-operation and proper task-
sharing between these components has become a key factor for success in modern
crisis management operations.  At this point, I would also like to mention the
initiatives of other international organisations, such as the so-called Brahimi report
(on peacekeeping) in the UN and the decisions of the OSCE Istanbul summit in
1999.  The recommendations for future action have been rather similar everywhere.

Estonia’s Experience In Crisis Management

Our existing mission experiences are mostly military, as the civilian track of crisis
management started somewhat later.  In fact, Estonia’s contribution, in terms of
military peace support operations, has been significant compared to its military
expenditures and the size of its defence forces.  As of today, more than 500
Estonian soldiers and officers have taken part in various peacekeeping missions.

I can assure you that Estonia will pay equal attention to non-military crisis
management operations.  We value highly the international experience gained by
our defence forces through participation in the PfP programme.  We believe that the
participation in civilian missions is as valuable an experience for our respective
domestic structures.

On the other hand, the candidate countries themselves can surely contribute to
security building by virtue of their human and material resources, geographic
location, experiences and know-how.  These are countries which have unique
relations with their neighbours, and which possess a wide range of diplomatic
contacts and useful background knowledge.  Therefore, Estonia is convinced that it
is necessary to draw up exact principles and modalities for the participation of the
candidate countries in the EU’s efforts.

Estonia's resources have been modest, but we have already had quite varied
experiences with international crisis management.  Since January 2000, two
Estonian border-guard advisers have been participating in the OSCE mission to
Georgia.  Another Estonian border guard officer has been constantly involved in the
WEU-led MAPE mission in Albania.  An Estonian diplomat is helping to build up
the independent media in Kosovo.  4 Estonian civilian police officers participate in
the UNMIK mission in Kosovo.  3 Estonian senior civil servants were seconded to
long-term posts in the OSCE regional missions in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where
they acted as human rights and electoral officers.  We have learned that sometimes
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it is easier for smaller countries to perform crisis management duties in a politically
and emotionally sensitive environment.  Nordic countries, for example, are generally
considered impartial in today's conflicts.  We are proud that our peacekeepers have
already acquired a reputation for being calm and flexible Nordic people, who are
willing to respect the local customs and to grasp the situation in its complexity.

Another example is our development co-operation.  Funds have been allocated for
this in the Estonian state budget since 1998.  The same “small and harmless” effect
is visible here, be it our civil servants' training programs for the Ukrainians, or
border management know-how sharing with Georgia - the Estonian assistance has
been welcomed.

Prospects For Future Co-operation

Estonia supports the development of the European crisis management capabilities
and is interested in making its contribution in this field.  We look forward to the
decisions to be made at the Gothenburg European Council, which will hopefully fix
concrete rules and procedures for candidate countries’ participation in civilian
crisis management.  A paper with the Presidency’s proposals is currently being
discussed in Brussels.  And we have been promised that third countries will be
briefed about the outcome of the discussions at the earliest possible opportunity.

In October 2000, Estonia presented to the EU partners its initial position paper on
the civilian aspects of crisis management.  We proposed the development of a
unified early warning and information exchange system and the harmonising of the
planning process with the action plans of crisis management, so that national crisis
management systems in candidate countries would acquire a wider international
dimension and interoperability with the EU member states.  We were happy to see
that some of our ideas were explicitly reflected in the Swedish Presidency’s working
programme for the EU’s crisis management committee.

The first priority of the EU is civilian police.  EU working groups have already
developed some scenarios for police missions, so that we have a vague idea what
the future tasks of the regular police force will be.  An initial call for police
contributions has been made among the EU members.  A formal police commitment
conference will take place later on in the autumn, where also third countries’
participation is foreseen.  Until then, we have been given some time to prepare
ourselves domestically.

In order to match our resources with the requirements of the EU most efficiently,
our planners need exact information about the conditions and parameters which
our contribution should meet.  We wish that this contribution would strengthen the
EU’s project, not just add ballast to it.  There will definitely be some shortcomings
in the EU’s pool of resources, so that additional contributions from outside would
be gladly received.  Therefore, we need guidelines for our police, for example in the
form of a matrix of competences.  And these should be given to us as soon as
possible, not just some weeks before the deadline for contributions.

What We Intend To Do

First of all, effective and timely participation in various international missions, be it
under the auspices of the UN, the EU, the OSCE, etc, implies creation of a central
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human resources database.  Here the implementation of the OSCE REACT
database, established according to the decisions of the Istanbul summit, will play a
crucial role.  This would hopefully serve in the future as a single and
comprehensive source of personnel suitable for a wide range of civilian missions,
containing information about qualifications, skills, availability, training needs, etc.

We also plan to further develop the Estonian disaster relief team.  This is a mobile
multifunctional rescue unit established to carry out humanitarian and rescue
tasks, which has various crew compositions according to the nature of the mission.
The aim is to increase the total personnel of the team to 160 persons, 40 of whom
would be deployable within 24 hours.  The team has successfully participated in
international exercises, and has received regular training in rescue techniques and
emergency medicine.

Finally, we wish to enhance the training of Estonian civil servants in the field of
civilian crisis management by organising seminars for senior officials and experts to
introduce to them the experiences of EU member states.  The problems we have to
cope with domestically are familiar to many EU partners - essential resources are
often scattered and scarce, the government agencies are not used to co-operating in
this new field, a central co-ordinating structure is missing.  Here, Estonia is
definitely interested in learning even more from the experience of our Nordic
neighbours - first of all Finland and Sweden - about how to meet these challenges.

Final Remarks

Let me conclude with a quote from the lecture of President Martti Ahtisaari, given
on civilian crisis management in Brussels on 4 April 2001, where we have found
strong support for our endeavours.

“The main target should be to train EU Member States’ civilian crisis
management resources.  However, courses could be open to participants
who come from associated countries …  The international character of
training courses … is a fundamental prerequisite for the success of the
training programme and will directly improve the intercultural
competence of the participants”.

Also, President Ahtisaari stressed the use of information technology in crisis
management as a field where the EU has the best preconditions to lead the way.
Estonia, as the latest Nordic start-up in this field, hopes to prove its usefulness too.
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